For those places where your lawn mower just can’t reach too. The Husqvarna
detachable trimmers are perfect tool for all the jobs.
With Husqvarna’s new flexible brush cutters in the FR series, the need for the
extra trip to the tool shed is gone. The 336FR and 345FR are feature-packed brush
cutters that can be equipped with a trimmer head, grass or saw blade and transform
from brush-cutting to grass-cutting in no time at all.

Trimmers
Different types of jobs require different types of gear. That’s why Husqvarna offers a
variety of straight and curved-shaft trimmers designed with superior ergonomics ad
comfort. Solidly constructed from durable materials, you get many years of tough
operation. The high-power engines, ergonomic design and vibration-dampening handles
ensure that you can work efficiently in all conditions.
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Line feeding made easy
Powerful high-torque bevel gear
Stand-alone starter
Efficient air filters
Fuel pump for easy starting
Tap n’ go trimmer head

Husqvarna detachable trimmers offer the ultimate 5-n-1 versatility in your garden.
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Trim
Edge
Cultivate
Hedge Trim
Sweep

Hedge Trimmers
For the toughest and most demanding jobs Husqvarna hedge trimmers give you
professional results. The X-torq engines deliver maximum power while reducing fuel
consumption, compact lightweight design ensure easy maneuverability and sharp teeth
enhance productivity. Some models feature adjustable rear handles and extender bars
for cutting the sides and top of hedges.

For those moment when you need to reach difficult places without losing performance,
a pole hedge trimmer with adjustable cutter bar is a good choice. These hedge
trimmers deliver professional performance as well as superb ergonomics. They are
flexible, easy to start and suit both tall and low hedges, and because of the ability to
fold back the cutter bar they’re also easy to store and transport.
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Powerful, low-noise engines with X-torq technology
Robust design increases service life
Compact, lightweight design
Sharp cutting teeth for maximum productivity
Smart start for faster starting

Blowers
Let a powerful blower from Husqvarna clean your property. Get rid of leaves, straw,
grass, dust, cobwebs, sand, gravel and other debris – as well as the hard work.
Husqvarna blowers are ergonomic, efficient and easy to use. Depending on the size
of your job and your demands, we’ll make sure you choose a blower that fits you
perfectly.
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Powerful engines with x-torq
Large, commercial grade air filters
High speed fans deliver high air flow
Ergonomic design for comfort and maneuverability
Vacuum Capacity (select models)

The Ultra Quiet 356BT Blower is ideal for noise sensitive areas such as parks,
schools and hospitals

